Exporting Spot Color Mapped PDFs:
Using :Apogee Prepress Apogee Preflight Actions
Prior to the introduction of the Adobe PDF Print Engine, retaining the mapping of spot colors
in an exported PDF was possible by converting the files to PostScript, using either the PDF
Ready or the CPSI Render task processors.
Apogee Preflight custom actions simplify the process when all you need to do is export a high
resolution, color mapped PDF. For rendered output, you can simply map the colors normally.
Audience: Customer, Technical
Product: Apogee Prepress 6.0 or higher

It used to be that everybody had a Hot Ticket hanging around their system that would accept a PDF,
allow you to specify spot color mapping, then process it via a PDF Ready and a CPSI Render task. It
would then export a high resolution PDF to a location of your choice. Apogee was able to perform this
color conversion and mapping because the incoming PDF file was broken down into flattened PostScript.
A new PDF was generated during the Export task.
With the introduction of the Adobe PDF Print Engine, things changed a bit. You could still use the old
Hot Ticket, but you could not take advantage of the processing functionality of the PDF Render task.
Agfa introduced Apogee Preflight in :Apogee Prepress version 6. Like Enfocus Pitstop, it can be used to
process files through profiles or actions. What’s unique about Apogee Preflight is that transformations
are based on Agfa’s own processing technologies and greatly simplify the execution of complex
manipulations. All Apogee Preflight profiles and actions are “fixed” meaning they cannot be edited.
What this tip explores is using the Apogee Preflight Action “Apply Color Settings” with an Export task
to produce a high resolution, color mapped PDFs.
Examining the Original File
Let’s look at the incoming PDF. Here,
we’ve displayed the Output Preview from
Adobe Acrobat. It shows there are four very
similar colors in the job.
Two colors, MyPurple and MyPurple1,
are from an Adobe Illustrator file. The two
PANTONE colors were added in InDesign.
If we only needed plates and proofs from
this file, we could handle it using a standard
PDF Render job plan. But we also need to
generate a high resolution PDF for other
uses.
What we want is a five color file: CMYK +
PANTONE 254 C.
That’s not exactly what we have!
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Here’s the actual PDF. All the purple elements are spot color, including the text over the image. The
circle graphic is from Adobe Illustrator; all other elements are either created or placed in InDesign.
On the following pages, we’ll examine various document elements using the Enfocus Pitstop Inspector
tool.
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Notice the red arrows? In the top graphic, we selected one of the purple circles. Inspector reads it as
“MyPurple.” In the bottom graphic, we selected the spot color text. Inspector reads it as “MyPurple.” The
text was colored in InDesign.
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You can see the Inspector report
for the two areas of flat tint applied
in InDesign. They’re ALMOST the
same PANTONE color, but one is
coated, the other uncoated.
What we need to achieve is a high
resolution PDF with CMYK and
PANTONE 254 C. All other spot
colors need to become PANTONE
254 C.
If we had the original files, we
could open the Adobe Illustrator
graphic and change it, then open
the InDesign file and make the
necessary changes. But all we have
is the PDF.
Instead of taking the time to open
the PDF and perform the color
mapping, we’re simply going to use
an :Apogee Prepress Hot Ticket.
NOTE: While editing the PDF is a
fairly straight-forward procedure,
you have to have third party plug-ins
to do it with any consistency.
NOTE: Acrobat allows you use the Ink
Manager and assign Ink Aliases. However,
not all applications respect this type of
color tagging. By generating a new PDF
with just the colors you want ensures your
PDF is exactly what you need.
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Creating and Using the :Apogee Prepress Hot Ticket
There’s a couple things to check before you create your
Hot Ticket.
1. Ensure the Apogee Preflight task processor is
installed on your system. Go to System Overview
and look in the Processing column. You should see
it there.
2. Ensure the “Apply Color Settings” action is
installed.
• Click the Apogee Preflight task processor from the
System Overview.
• Locate the Apogee Preflight
Actionlists in the resources
section and double click.
• Check for the action “ap_Apply
Color Settings.”
• NOTE: You cannot use actions
created for the Enfocus Preflight
task processor.
• NOTE: If it’s not installed,
please see the note later in this
document.
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There’s nothing particularly special about this ticket, except you’re using Apogee Preflight. To create
the ticket, do the following:
1. Go to the Hot Tickets list and select File > New Hot Ticket.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Drag the appropriate Input(s) to the Job Plan Pane. Here, we selected Hot Folder.
Add a Normalizer and select a parameter set.
Add a Run List. Set the page count to blank.
Add Apogee Preflight and select the “Apply Color Setting” action.
Add an Export task and make the appropriate adjustments for quality and location.
Add a PDF Render task. MAKE SURE you set the separations to NOTIFY.
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8. Add a high resolution output device. If you don’t already have a parameter set for output image that
establishes the output size based on input, do that now. If you use a larger size, for example a plate
size, your PDFs will be output using that size.
9. Add a Generic Press task. Ensure the parameter set uses a color ink set and profile (your choice).
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10. Submit the ticket.
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Once it’s submitted to the system, use it like any other hot ticket. When you drop a PDF with spot
colors, you will receive an error from the Apogee Preflight task. This is NORMAL and happens because
the Apogee Preflight action cannot correctly process the PDF until it knows how to manage spot colors
within the file.

When you open the problem report, you’ll see the Apogee Preflight error and instructions on how to
handle it. When you click the “Edit Job” button, you’ll be taken to the Apogee Preflight task, because
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that’s the task that generated the message. Just click over to the Separations portion of the PDF Render
and determine how you’d like to handle the spot colors detected in the job.
NOTE: We recommend setting the Separations to “Notify” which is what causes the Apogee Preflight error.
This causes the job to stop so you can decide which spots to keep, which to convert, and which to map to
something else. If, however, you wanted to produce high resolution PDFs that converted all spots to process,
you could use the same job plan but set the Separations parameter to convert spots to process.
In the example below, we’ve dropped the PDF with all the purples, and now need to resolve how
Apogee Preflight should handle the spots.

The one spot color we want is PANTONE 254 C. We dragged it to the Keep column, then we dragged
the other three purple colors on top, mapping the three additional spots to PANTONE 254 C. When
you’re satisfied with your edits, submit the job.
After submitting the change, the job does not continue processing – you need to help it along.
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1. Select your job from the Jobs List and context-click (Mac: CNTL+Click, Win: Right click).
2. Select “Restart Job Processing At” and choose Apogee Preflight.

Now that the system understands how colors are mapped or converted, it can correctly process the file
and output a high resolution PDF. Here’s how ours turned out:
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In Acrobat’s Output Preview (Advanced > Print Production > Output Preview) we’ve turned off all the
spot colors except PANTONE 254 C. You can see that all the purples are now the same! Reference pages
3-4 to see what the colors were prior to color mapping with Apogee Preflight.
A couple of notes you should know about the Hot Ticket plan before building your own.
1. Both the Normalizer and the PDF Render/Separations parameters allow you to enable/disable
automatic PANTONE handling. If this is enabled, and it usually is, and you have both coated and
uncoated colors in the document, you will only see one PANTONE color paper type (coated or
uncoated) in your separations handling window. Many of you hard code this value, for example
forcing all PANTONE definitions to coated. Some of you set the value to “Follow paper type,” which
looks to the Generic Press parameter set to determine which paper will be used for the job. The only
way to see BOTH coated and uncoated spot color definitions in a job is to disable this setting. Because
our proofing color management routines take the PANTONE paper type information into account
when preparing contract quality proofs, we do not recommend that this setting be disabled.
2. It is important that the Apogee Preflight task be placed in the plan AFTER the run list. It is possible
to place it before the run list, but the resulting PDF will not color mapped. Only by placing Apogee
Preflight after the run list and forcing the job to reprocess from that task will you get the spot
mapping you’ve requested.
Adding an Action to Apogee Preflight
Before you begin, locate the action(s) you want to load. By default, Apply Color Settings is not preloaded on your system. However, your installing engineer may have placed a ZIP file containing Apogee
Preflight resources on your system. The Apply Color Settings is located in the Actions\Extras folder.
1. Log on to the client as Administrator level or higher.
2. Navigate to the System Overview window.
3. Select the Apogee Preflight task from the Processes task pane.
4. Double-click the Apogee Preflight Actions icon in the Resources pane (it’s the one at the bottom of
the window).
5. Click the “open folder” icon to add an action.
6. Navigate to the ap_Apply Color Settings action and select it.
7. Click OK/Open.
Your new Apogee Preflight action is now ready to use! Remember, you CANNOT load/use actions
created in Enfocus Pitstop in Apogee Preflight.
Would You Like to Try This?
We’ve uploaded a zip file containing both the PDF we used and the Apogee Preflight action to our
website:
www.academyextras.com
The file name is TIP_Support-ColorMapping.zip. Of course, feel free to make your own sample file.
Happy spot mapping!
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